2303 FLEXOWRITER*
automatic writing machine

to prepare:
LETTERS
OFFSET MASTERS
INSURANCE FORMS
TABULAR REPORTS
PRICE LISTS
DIRECTORIES
PROPOSALS
BULLETINS
STENCILS
LISTINGS
STATEMENTS
CONTRACTS
CATALOGS
REPORTS
LIBRARY CARDS
LEGAL DOCUMENTS
SHIPPING REPORTS
RECEIVING REPORTS

* A TRADEMARK OF FRIDEN, INC.
With the all-new, distinctively styled 2303 Flexowriter writing machine, an operator types a document just once. Simultaneously, a punched paper tape is produced containing all keyboard operations in coded form. This by-product punched tape can contain all or only selected portions of the information typed. From the tape, additional copies of the document can be produced automatically and error-free, each as individually typed and perfect as the original. Variable matter may be inserted at any point, as required, by means of the keyboard.

Almost every office has repetitive writing jobs. Automatic letter-writing might be only one of the many uses for the versatile 2303. Others could include the preparation of vouchers, checks, property descriptions for land titles, deeds and mortgages, radio and television scripts, publicity releases, engineering specifications, or legal documents.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**STANDARD MODEL:** Equipped with tape reader, tape punch, 15-inch carriage, removable tab rack, Elite type style, fabric ribbon, 8-channel tape.

**SPEED:** Up to 145 words per minute.

**SIZE:** 22½" long, 10" high, 21½" wide.

**COLOR:** Grey and sandalwood.

**OPTIONAL MACHINE EQUIPMENT:** Edge-punched card reader and punch, 20-inch carriage, electric line finder, parity check, radio interference eliminator.

**OPTIONAL DESK:** Steel with wear-resistant plastic top, satin finished aluminum trim and matching grey-sandalwood color; measures 24½" deep, 63¾" wide, 25½" high; electrical provisions for all tape handling equipment, including tape supply spool, tape unwinder and powered rewind reel.

**NOTE:** Specifications subject to change without notice.

To automate repetitive writing tasks—eliminate human error—reduce clerical costs—get in touch with your nearest Friden sales representative.

---

**To:** Friden, Inc.

**From:** FRIDEN, INC.

**Subject:** 2303 Flexowriter Writing Machine

FRANK B. MORRISON, Branch Manager
2610 De la Vina • Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105
Phone 966-2269

**SUN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA**

SALES AND SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE SINGER COMPANY